2006 toyota tundra oil type

Oil is identified by its viscosity, which determines its ability to flow. The lower the number, the
thinner the oil and the more easily it flows. ILSAC GF-5 oils are formulated to improve fuel
efficiency and provide improved performance in a variety of areas including protection of
pistons from deposits at high temperatures and improved protection against the formation of
engine sludge on Toyota Camry. Red Line 5W20 Motor Oil 9. Red Line 0W20 Motor Oil Red Line
5W30 Motor Oil Valvoline Automotive Accessories Havoline 5W Motor Oil Valvoline Automotive
Accessories. If so, should it be a fully synthetic or synthetic mixture? The answer is: That
depends. Synthetic oil has less impurity, better properties at high temperatures than natural oil,
slightly better viscosity and is more resistant to breakdown. Therefore, synthetic is better for an
engine. Read it! NOTE: If you are rolling in a or later tundra, you are likely to use 0W oil, which is
only available as synthetic oil. This is the oil of choice for newer Tundras, mainly because it
improves fuel economy. It is one of the best oils available, and if you do not do something really
extraordinary, it is best to stick to the 0W20 recommended by Toyota. ILSAC GF-5 oils are
formulated to improve fuel efficiency and provide improved performance across a wide range of
areas including high temperature deposit protection for pistons, improved protection against
the formation of engine sludge Toyota Tundra. This advanced protection will prevent against
velocity and thermal breakdown. By purchasing this model, you will also be provided with
superior protection against high-temperature deposits. The premium quality base oils and
anti-wear additives will help to extend the life of your engine by many years. Just remember to
change it as much and as soon as you consider suitable. Some say you need to change it every
3K, some say every 6k, and some say as often as you use it. It offers ultimate performance for
extended runoff of 20, miles or an entire year. Create exhilarating performance with any drive. It
helps keep metal apart and combat power-sapping friction to achieve maximum engine
performance. Engine oils must be able to react consistently to changing environments in your
engine. At every moment of the journey, your engine oil must be able to respond to the needs of
the different metal-to-metal contact points in your engine with different requirements, pressures
and temperatures. This product is suitable for vehicles with high mileage. For these vehicles, it
will help prevent the failure of catalytic converters and emission systems. This will allow you to
maintain engine functionality for longer. In addition, the superior dispersion combats the
accumulation of sludge. Therefore, you do not have to go to your local service station so often.
The exceptional oil burn-up protection exceeds industry standards. You should buy it if you
want to reduce and minimize leakage. The best fully synthetic engine oil in our comparison is
the Mobil 1 Extended Performance. This high-quality synthetic oil offers unparalleled protection
against engine wear, all-weather performance, efficiency and longevity for automotive engines.
That is probably why most power and luxury car manufacturers choose to use Mobil 1 in their
cars directly from the factory. Mobil 1 has incredible wear protection properties at extremely low
and high temperatures thanks to its SuperSyn technology. This makes it a fantastic option for
drivers in all climates. We were also impressed by the strong blend of cleaning and
performance enhancing additives in this synthetic oil. You can expect a significant increase in
engine smoothness, responsiveness and fuel efficiency when using Mobil 1 in your ride. Throw
in the fact that users can expect to get up to 15, miles between oil changes and you can easily
see why we chose this oil for the best synthetic engine oil brand. There are a few small niggles,
especially the high-priced label that dominates this synthetic engine oil. In addition, there are
some reports of consumers finding leaking bottles after prolonged storage. Nevertheless, if
money is not an issue, then this could very well be the best engine oil on the market. In
addition, if that is not enough, this oil has the ability to work magnificently the entire time
between scheduled oil change intervals. Toyota engine oil is recommended for all types of
gasoline engines. Thanks to high-quality additives, it ensures low fuel consumption. Excellent
low-temperature starting capability. All original Toyota engine oils meet not only the
international standards of the API American Petroleum Institute , but also the strictest
requirements for quality and performance. Toyota tests its oils under the most realistic
conditions and uses the original engines of Toyota cars to test them. Therefore, Toyota
lubricants have optimal quality and properties that ensure the best engine performance. Engine
oil with carefully selected additives for optimum performance. The quality of the base oil and
the additives used ensure that the lubricating properties are maintained even during intensive
driving. Oil with high quality additives, supports excellent engine performance and low fuel
consumption, making it the most common oil. Advanced technologies and new materials are
used to create more advanced and complex vehicle mechanisms. All original Toyota engine oils
meet not only international API American Petroleum Institute standards, but also the most
stringent quality and performance requirements. Since , Red Line Synthetic Oil has evolved into
more than quality products, including motor oils, gear oils, assembly oils, fuel additives and its
popular cooling additive for water sensors for the automotive, motorcycle, marine and industrial

markets. Red Line enjoys a reputation among racers and enthusiasts alike for developing
products that work and protect better than any other on the market, regardless of price. The
company has a knowledge of the available technologies and responds to technical challenges
to meet the high demands of the performance industry. Red Line employees are enthusiastic
pioneers in every racing and performance niche, ensuring that product recommendations
enable customers to achieve significant performance improvements. Red Line formulates fully
synthetic oils and chemically advanced additives from the best base materials in the world.
Instead of reducing costs by mixing petroleum products, Red Line engine and transmission oils
use superior ester base materials that provide extreme stability at high temperatures and
superior film strength at lower viscosities where more power can be produced. Red Line has a
reputation among racers and enthusiasts alike for developing products that work and protect
better than any other on the market, regardless of price. Red Line employees are enthusiasts at
the forefront of every racing and performance niche, ensuring that product recommendations
enable customers to achieve significant performance improvements. Instead of reducing costs
by blending petroleum products, Red Line engine and transmission oils use superior ester base
materials that offer extreme stability at high temperatures and superior film strength at lower
viscosities where more power can be produced. Fully synthetic ester formula for passenger
cars, light commercial vehicles, high-performance vehicles and marine applications. Excellent
wear protection and friction reduction over a wide range of operating conditions. The high
cleaning power allows longer drain intervals and provides increased cleanliness. Improved fuel
economy and ring seal for increased performance. Superior high temperature resistance and
oxidation resistance increase the lubrication of pig iron compared to other synthetics. A high
natural viscosity index provides a thicker oil film in bearings and cams. Less evaporation than
other plastics for improved efficiency and ring sealing. All products are fully compatible with
other conventional and synthetic engine oils. Valvoline 5W MaxLife is a high mileage engine oil
specially designed to meet the specific requirements of higher mileage engines. It is supplied
with a combination of synthetic, high-quality conventional raw materials, additional cleaning
agents, seal conditioning agents, novel friction modifiers and additional wear protection
additives for added protection. New and overhauled engines get high mileage. Oil degradation
is prevented by antioxidants. All types of Havoline engine oils with Deposit Shield Technology
are formulated with high-quality raw materials and contain detergents, dispersion agents, wear
control, antioxidants, corrosion inhibitors and foam suppressor additives. Multigrade contains a
shear-stable viscosity index improver. A high dispersing effect in Havoline engine oils with
Deposit Shield Technology protects against deposits and sludge formation during stop-and-go
driving and continuous operation at high temperatures and protects against corrosion. Its
excellent high-temperature oxidation stability helps to prevent an increase in viscosity and oil
gelation in the crankcase. They help keep PCV systems clean to ensure smooth engine
performance. The formula of the oils is based on a combination of synthetic and hydrocracking
base oils, they provide better performance at low temperatures compared to mineral engine oils.
These oils work well in turbocharged engines and SUVs. High-quality synthetic raw materials
and advanced German additive packages outperform other oils and offer maximum lubrication
with extended oil change intervals. CleanSynto technology has been proven to clean and keep
internal engine components clean, maximize engine life, reduce maintenance costs, improve
fuel economy and reduce engine emissions. MAHLE oil filters use the latest generation of oil
filter designs, state-of-the-art oil filter materials, and are specially developed for your engine. It
is more than just oil. It is the fluid technology that protects against the problems your engine
faces every day. Tough driving conditions can lead to the formation of a thick, tar-like
substance called mud. Mud can block your engines vital oil channels like cholesterol and if left
untreated, it can deprive an engine of energy, and eventually, its life. Castrol GTX extends the
life of your engine. It was developed specifically from our revolutionary PurePlus Gas-to-Liquid
technology, a patented process that converts pure natural gas into a high-quality, fully synthetic
base oil. Our high quality base oil is This includes protection against abnormal combustion
phenomena such as slow pre-ignition observed in modern turbocharged gasoline direct
injection TGDI engines. Valvoline MaxLife is the first engine oil specifically designed to meet the
demands of higher mileage engines. Valvoline MaxLife is a blend of synthetic and high quality
conventional raw materials with seal conditioning agents, additional cleaning agents, additional
wear protection additives and novel friction modifiers for added protection. MaxLife offers
performance benefits for high mileage engines, new builds and conversions. If you have over
75, miles, it is time to intensify the fight against engine damage. Switch to MaxLife Engine Oil,
the synthetic blend with more! Are you eager to change your oil? If the manual says to change
your oil every 5, miles, did you change the oil at If you follow a strict oil change program, you
may not benefit from synthetic oil. Synthetic oil is very resistant to degradation and sludge

formation. Since most of the benefits of synthetic oil over normal oil will only become apparent
when the oils are exposed to adverse conditions, you really will not see any benefits from
synthetic oil if you do not stress the oil. However, if you are the kind of person who could forget
to change the oil shame on you , or if you may not be able to change your oil directly at 5, miles,
you can buy a small insurance policy against engine damage by using synthetic oil. Do you go
long time between the oil changes? An example: My grandmother, who drives a few thousand
miles a year less than the Toyota recommended miles between oil changes , uses synthetic
material. Because their oil can be more than a year between changes. Unlike natural oil,
synthetic oil lasts more than 6 months without loss of efficiency. Therefore, if you or someone
in your family probably exceed the 6 months between the changes, synthetic oil makes sense
for you. Your personal situation may require this. Some experts recommend synthetic oil in
stop-and-go traffic. While I disagree with this blanket statement we all drive a little stop and go ,
you might want to drive synthetically if your typical drive has as much stop as go. Short
distances. There is some advice that says that if you only drive your vehicle for short distances,
you should use synthetics. The theory is that synthetic coatings coat the engine better than
natural oil in a short period of time and thus protect it better for short trips. In my opinion, if you
only drive short distances, synthetic oil will not save your engine. Short distances are bad
because the engine never reaches full operating temperature, and that causes a variety of
problems increased corrosion in the exhaust system, poor fuel economy, increased oil wear,
etc. With modern engine tolerances that are so high, I really do not think that synthetic makes
much of a difference by adhering to all your parts better than normal oilâ€¦if anything, the
opposite would be the case. Hence, my advice to people who only drive short distances: Stop it.
Plan your journeys so that your vehicle has a good 15 minutes driving time. If you cannot, buy a
cheap old car that you do not care about to take you to and from work every day. It is better
than disguising the engine in your truck. If it is not a manufacturer supplied oil e. Some
companies will indicate the percentage of synthetic vs. By lubricating the engine the oil is not
simply keeping it running smoothly, it is protecting it and preventing damage. This is a harder
specification for the oil and requires higher quality more expensive ingredients. Some oil
manufacturers mix low quality cost conventional oil with synthetic oil as a correction fluid to
meet the specification and trumpet it as a synthetic blend. That is it, but it is nothing special. An
equally good or perhaps better oil can be made from higher quality cost conventional oil.
ConocoPhillips is one of the oil manufacturers that uses this cheap synthetic blend to obtain its
GF-4 oil at the lowest production cost. You can use 5W in an engine designed for 0W without
fear of a problem or vice versa. This is all BS. The truth is:. It is against the law that Toyota
prescribes a certain brand or type of oil that is used as a condition of warranty. You can only
specify that API-certified oil may be used. While I would never recommend this particular
decision, you can also choose your own oil change interval. In summary, Toyota has nothing to
say about synthetic oil. They recommend plastics for newer engines because they improve fuel
consumption and lower operating costsâ€¦not because plastics are significantly better. After all,
plastics are only better than natural oil in certain situationsâ€¦right? If you choose regular oil,
change it every 5, miles, but still use one of the best filters Amsoil, mobil1, pureone. However,
wait until you reach 10, miles with normal oil until you start using synthetic material. You will
get better fuel life on the front. With a diesel engine vs. If you use synthetic oil, but do not
change the intervals to 10, miles or more, it will be more expensive and you will throw away
good oil. It is like throwing away tires when only half the tread is worn out. There may be good
reasons for some people to do this, but it is a waste of perfect performance for most people.
Your Toyota Tundra will be happy to know that the search for the right 5W engine oil products
you were looking for is over! Advance Auto Parts has 3 different 5W engine oils for your vehicle,
ready to ship or pick up at the store. Catalytic converter failure is one of the most common â€”
and expensive â€” problems in higher mileage vehicles. Phosphorus is an industry recognized
catalyst poison. All engine oils contain phosphorus as part of the additive package to prevent
engine wear. Best engine oil brand. If your vehicle has over 75, miles, now is the time to switch
to the oil that helps prevent emissions system failure and extend vehicle life. It is important to
note that if you drive a Toyota Tundra or Toyota Sequoia equipped with a Flex fuel compatible
engine, the 10,mile oil change interval has NOT been approved by Toyota. Some engines will be
tuned for operation with 5w mineral oil, but can safely use 0w synthetic oil. Mobil 1 does make a
0w The labor costs are estimated to be between 66 and 84 US dollars, while the prices for parts
are between and US dollars. I write reviews and guides, helping people to choose the most
suitable technicals and best product for them. I person been surfboarding online statesman
than 3 hours today, yet I never initiate any engrossing article equal yours. It is pretty couturier
enough for me. Carnesmechanical is a participant in the Amazon Services LLC Associates
Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means for sites to earn

advertising fees by advertising and linking to Amazon. Amazon and the Amazon logo are
trademarks of Amazon. You can save this vehicle to My Garage by simply signing in or creating
a new account. Find your Toyota or Scion model so that we can personalize your experience.
Dealerships for Puerto Rico can be viewed on an external site. Select your vehicle to uncover all
you need to know about your Toyota, from warranties on replacement parts to manuals for
unique vehicle needs. No Owner's Manuals were found for your. No Accessories, Audio or
Navigation manuals were found for your. No warranty information was found for your. But it
doesn't stop there. Emissions Coverage 1 Coverages vary under Federal and California
regulations. For Toyota hybrid vehicles beginning with model year , the hybrid HV battery is
covered for 10 years from original date of first use or , miles, whichever comes first. Coverage is
subject to the terms and conditions of your New Vehicle Limited Warranty. See Owner's
Warranty and Maintenance Guide for details. We are proud to announce a significant
enhancement to our Hybrid Battery Warranty. Starting with the model year, every Toyota hybrid
battery warranty is being increased from 8 years or , miles, to 10 years from date of first use, or ,
miles whichever comes first. This enhancement serves as an indication of our confidence in the
quality, dependability, and reliability of our products. The HV battery may have longer coverage
under emissions warranty. Toyota Genuine Parts are built to the highest standards of quality,
durability and performance. Most have month coverage, and there aren't many, if any,
companies that offer a longer guarantee. For accessories purchased after the new vehicle
purchase, the coverage is 12 months, regardless of mileage, from the date the accessory was
installed on the vehicle, or the remainder of any applicable new vehicle warranty, whichever
provides greater coverage, with the exception of car covers. Car covers are warranted for 12
months from the date of purchase and do not assume any coverage under the Toyota New
Vehicle Limited Warranty. Every Toyota Certified Used Vehicle is put through a point quality
insurance inspection, with each Used Hybrid tested to a point standard. Every new Toyota
comes with ToyotaCare 2 , a no cost maintenance plan with hour roadside assistance. Learn
more about features and functionalities for your vehicle. From audio to optional exterior
components, we've got you covered. We've got the perfect parts and accessories made to fit the
exact specifications of your Toyota. Keep your Toyota a Toyota. Find service centers and dealer
offers near you. Toyota Owner manuals and warranty information are the keys to quality
maintenance for your vehicle. No need to hunt down a separate Toyota repair manual or Toyota
service manual. From warranties on Toyota replacement parts to details on features, Toyota
Owners manuals help you find everything you need to know about your vehicle, all in one place.
Detailed Toyota manuals and Toyota warranty information help with questions about your
vehicle specifications and maintenance schedules. Plus, learn more about what your Toyota
warranty coverage includes. What's more, Toyota warranty information helps you identify your
unique vehicle needs as well as plan future service visits. Or, get the Toyota Manual for your
Toyota ride free of charge using our Toyota Owners manual free download option. Toyota
Owners. Sign in Join now. Select A Vehicle. Sign in Join now Select A Vehicle. You're almost
there. Select Your Vehicle. View PDF. Show Less. More To Explore. ToyotaCare Every new
Toyota comes with ToyotaCare 2 , a no cost maintenance plan with hour roadside assistance.
How-To Videos Learn more about features and functionalities for your vehicle. Learn More.
Toyota Genuine Parts We've got the perfect parts and accessories made to fit the exact
specifications of your Toyota. Service Centers Keep your Toyota a Toyota. Keys to Quality
Maintenance. Read More. Additional Resources. Countless reasons to join. Create an account
and get the most out of your Toyota today. Log in or Sign up. Toyota Tundra Forum. Welcome
to Tundras. You are currently viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you need to register for a
FREE account. For those with flags on their trucks DV8 offroad bumper? Oil for your Tundra.
Post Reply. What brand oil do you use and why? Full synthetic or synthetic blend? I'm doing my
first oil change this weekend on my own and wanted to hear everyone's thought. I'm about to hit
40k. Achuop , Jan 23, Black Wolf , Jan 23, TheBeast likes this. T-Rex , Jan 23, Sorry, couldn't
help it. Hbjeff , Trooper2 , 2cID and 1 other person like this. Ericsopa , Jan 23, Mobile 1 full
synthetic 0W Northwoods22 , Motor71 , Black Wolf and 1 other person like this. Not sure how to
proceed with this:. JohnLakeman , Trooper2 , Wynnded and 1 other person like this. Mobil 1 0W
Extended Performance, full synthetic. Sounds like Mobil 1 might win the heart to my truck. Mobil
1. MatthewPTguy , Jan 23, Royal Purple. Spvrtan , Jan 23, Amsoil Signature Series 0W I pay
wholesale price and have it delivered into my garage by my "oil-girl". CMB , Jan 24, Randy
Morton , Jan 24, Mobil 1 0W I run Mobile 1 in all my vehicles. Works good - lasts long time Fly'n
Family , Jan 24, Chuckle
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sToy likes this. If you purchased a used tundra and it had conventional oil in it, would you
continue to run conventional or switch to full synthetic ASAP? I have a friend that runs
conventional every 3, mi. Yet others swear by mobile 1? Ericsopa , Jan 25, Last edited: Jan 25,
Fly'n Family , Jan 25, MatthewPTguy likes this. SuperSilverTundra , Jan 26, I apologize for
resurrecting such an old thread but is there any recommendation for changing from the typical
Mobile 1 0w to their high mileage 0w at a certain mileage? I now have k. Ders , Feb 19, Dealer oil
and OEM filter every 10K changed at the dealer. Million miles of proof from the million mile oil
rig delivery Tundra. Every other oil suggestion is just guesswork. Makes sense! And most
dealers here in Washington are using Mobile 1. Show Ignored Content. Chains of Tyranny. Viair
88P Portable Air Compressor. Username or email address: Do you already have an account?
No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password?

